Hi Everyone,

As I view the Elemental Spread developed by Johanna, I see a Supernal Triad, Da’at, and a modified Soul Triad from the Tree of Life. I can’t help but see the cards forming these positions when we do the Elemental spread and how telling the Arc of Influence becomes. From last week the spread would look like this:

Also, I rearrange the bottom six cards, in my mind, to read another elemental spread so that the Outcome card becomes the issue of the spread, the Hidden Influence card becomes a crossing card read either as a block or an enhancer, with the Yod card being the Physical position, the first Heh being the Mental position, the second Heh card being the Spiritual position and the Vav card becoming the Emotional position. It works for me and gives an in-depth reading.

I’m sure that other arrangements can be made, cards can be counted and “yes-no” determination made. Johanna’s spread is very usable and deep. I am grateful for it and use it frequently.

Comments?

David